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Abstract— Information-centric networking (ICN) facilitates
content identification in networks and offers parametric rep-
resentation of content semantics. This paper proposes an
ICN/WDM network architecture that uses these features to
offer superior network utilization, in terms of performance
and power consumption. The architecture introduces an ICN
publish/subscribe communication approach to the wavelength
layer, whereby content is aggregated according to its popularity
rank into wavelength-size groups that can be published and
subscribed to by multiple nodes. Consequently, routing and
wavelength assignment (RWA) algorithms benefit from anycast
to identify multiple sources of aggregate content and allow
optimization of the source selection of light paths. A power-aware
algorithm, maximum degree of connectivity, has been developed
with the objective of exploiting this flexibility to address the
tradeoff between power consumption and network performance.
The algorithm is also applicable to IP architectures, albeit with
less flexibility. Evaluation results indicate the superiority of the
proposed ICN architecture, even when utilizing conventional
routing methods, compared with its IP counterpart. The results
further highlight the performance improvement achieved by the
proposed algorithm, compared with the conventional RWA meth-
ods, such as shortest-path first fit.
Index Terms— Information-centric networking, traffic engi-
neering, multilayer network architecture, routing and wavelength
assignment.
I. INTRODUCTION
MULTILAYER network architectures in the form ofpacket-over-wavelength switched networks represent
the core transport infrastructure of the current, and the future,
Internet. However, realizing optimized resource management
of such networking architectures has been increasingly chal-
lenging; particularly with the shift of communication patterns
and dissemination strategies towards high frequency informa-
tion exchange, as well as the rapid growth of traffic volumes
associated with the high demand for video/audio content. This
shift introduces the need to utilize an information-centered
communication framework that has a better adaptability to the
traffic needs.
Meanwhile, the growth of the Internet has been accom-
panied with a dramatic change in aggregate traffic patterns.
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The most significant of the changes is the convergence of the
majority of the Internet applications and services towards the
use of the HTTP protocol; whereby traffic is generated from
Content Delivery Networks (CDNs), clouds and HTTP caching
points of large content/service providers [5]–[7]. A strongly
correlated change in usage behavior has also been witnessed
in access networks [8]. This change provides motivation for
developing a scalable anycast dissemination mode that offers
flexible resource utilization, realized for a broad range of
traffic granularities, and with minimal waste of resources. The
change also provides the potential to introduce new aggre-
gation mechanisms that are based on information semantics,
such as content popularity, rather than end-point identifiers.
However, direct semantic-based information dissemination
is not natively supported within the current design of the
Internet, due to the host-centric nature of the IP model.
Alternatively, Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is an
emerging approach that introduces the semantics of informa-
tion to the communication process and thus facilitates the
establishment of communication relations based on common
information interest rather than end host identifiers [1]–[3].
Consequently, it has the potential to bring new flexibility to
the resource management of multilayer networks through the
ability to manage traffic by the popularity of its content.
In particular, ICN facilitates traffic aggregation based on
information semantics; this offers two major advantages. First,
it allows for a native identification of multiple information
sources, which can be used as cache points; thus, enabling a
natural anycast support in the network. This provides scalable
and native information dissemination in a similar manner to
CDNs without such architectural violations as those imposed
by DNS and HTTP redirects. As a result, resource alloca-
tion may benefit from increased flexibility through inclusion
of multiple sources. This, in turn, offers enhanced support
for resilience, QoS and general traffic engineering functions.
Second, it allows for decomposing the demands in such
a way that fits the content requirements and the network
constraints. These advantages, empower the network operator
with enhanced management capabilities based on knowledge
of the demand semantics as well as the network capacity.
Aggregating traffic based on information semantics requires
the ability to represent the data properties and characteristics
in organized structures. In this context, ICN architectures such
as PURSUIT [1], [9], CCN [2] and DONA [3] offer flexible
aggregation of information at different based on different
semantics. In particular, the PURSUIT architecture allows
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any information semantic to be aggregated within multiple
hierarchical, as well as multi-homed, data structures that can
be published by any entity in the network (i.e. publisher,
subscriber, network operator, etc). Therefore, it offers the
network a direct method to describe traffic aggregation models
based on information-semantics.
Although ICN architectures are well developed at the packet
layer, any future solution will require the use of transport
networks, such as optical switched networks, to provide
the underlying networking infrastructure. This is as yet, an
unexplored area within the ICN community. Consequently, the
aim of this paper is to use the information space and functional
model of the PURSUIT architecture to introduce, and control,
a new multi-layer ICN/WDM network architecture. The
proposed architecture utilizes these features of PURSUIT
to: facilitate traffic aggregation based on information
semantics; and, offer native support of anycast delivery at the
wavelength layer, resulting in enhanced light-path assignment
approaches.
This paper considers the scenario of a large scale network
operator that has a number of alternative peering points and
CDN caches. These CDN caches may either be controlled
by the operator or be placed in the operator’s network by
a content provider. In this context, there are often a number
of alternative sources (ingress points) for large scale content
catalogs. Our work considers each set of sources with the same
content as represented using the same information identifiers
in an ICN context. The connection of these sources to points-
of-presence in the network will be delivered through optical
light-paths, through the underlying transport network. By uni-
fying the concepts of traditional optical light-path planning
and anycast, through ICN naming, this paper demonstrates
that there are significant advantages over the contemporary
IP/WDM architecture.
In particular it should be noted that here we are assuming
that ICN is used to categorize, and aggregate, content iden-
tifiers using an ICN naming system. Consequently, the ICN
architecture provides the mechanism to bind content identifiers
to a location, or multiple locations. In contrast, contemporary
IP carrier networks do not provide this feature; therefore,
content providers implement an anycast like behaviour for
clients through DNS/HTTP redirection. However, when it
comes to aggregate content dissemination, there is no clearly
defined mechanism in IP networks for operators to identify
aggregate content and provide traffic management based on
content type and location.
We elucidate our work using the PURSUIT architecture;
however, the work proposed here is generally applicable to
other ICN architectures with suitable modification. The most
important features that enable this work are the ability to
group information through naming and the ability to obtain
data from, possibly, multiple locations (anycast), which are
supported by most ICN architectures. This brings us to the
main problem addressed by this work, which is to reduce the
blocking probability and power consumption within this new
ICN multilayer architecture through routing and wavelength
assignment that benefits from flexible source selection, pro-
vided by the new architecture.
To frame the problem of source selection and RWA, we
revisit the emerging trade-off between network performance
and operational cost. This trade-off is illustrated by the high
blocking rate and low power consumption introduced by
power-aware (PA) algorithms versus the low blocking rate
and, relatively, high power consumption, realized by least
congestion path (LCP) algorithms [11], [12]. We then show
that by utilizing the ICN naming to aggregate content, superior
performance can be realized for the same or lower power con-
sumption, compared to that of the IP model. The components
of the novel ICN multilayer communication framework can
now be introduced:
ICN Multilayer Network Architecture: Using the PURSUIT
architecture as a concrete example, we introduce the hierarchy
of the ICN/WDM multilayer network; we present the archi-
tectural functions of each layer as well as their ICN pub/sub
communication approach.
Information-Centric Network Model: Using a novel traf-
fic aggregation model (based on information “popularity”)
that can be applied to the ICN/WDM architecture, we
define a network model that describes the information-centric
RWA (iRWA) problem within the ICN pub/sub communication
approach.
ICN Routing Algorithms: To solve the iRWA problem, we
propose a novel power-aware algorithm that addresses the
trade-off between power consumption and network perfor-
mance. The optimization is carried out through joint use of
asymmetrical, convex, cost functions that take into account
the traffic aggregation model.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II
outlines the PURSUIT architecture focussing on the key
enablers for the ICN/WDM architecture. Section III out-
lines conventional multilayer networking architectures and
reviews state-of-the-art RWA algorithms addressing the trade-
off between power-awareness and load. Section IV, introduces
the ICN/WDM architecture and the pub/sub communication
approach. Section V, introduces the network model and
defines the iRWA problem using popularity as one information
semantic that can be utilized to aggregate content identifiers.
Section VI, presents the algorithm for solving the iRWA
problem, named Maximum Degree of connectivity (MaxDeg),
with a summary of notations shown in Table I; while
Section VII evaluates the performance of MaxDeg within both
the IP/WDM and the ICN/WDM architectures using Zipf’s
law as an exemplary popularity model to construct the ICN
demand matrix. Finally, Section VIII draws our conclusions.
II. PURSUING A PUB/SUB INTERNET (PURSUIT)
Here, we briefly outline the PURSUIT architecture [1],
[4], [9] and highlight the features and functions utilized to sup-
port the proposed ICN/WDM architecture. The communication
paradigm of PURSUIT is of a publish/subscribe nature: con-
tent, service requests, message exchanges, etc. are information
items that can either be published or subscribed to. This model
is utilized for all communication, including those between the
architectural functions. Information publications are arranged
within hierarchies of groups named scopes that reflect common
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
semantics, such as: content type, security requirements, trans-
mission constraints and so forth. Publications can be associated
with each other and potentially be linked to any number
of scopes, through which different semantics are reflected.
A pub/sub relation is established when there exists a common
interest of a particular publication, which would ultimately
result in a data transmission from the information publisher to
the information subscriber. The functional model of PURSUIT
consists of three distinct core functions: Rendezvous, Topology
Management and Forwarding.
Rendezvous (RV): Maintains the information space and
offers matching services between publications and subscrip-
tions to the communicating entities. When a publisher wishes
to provide information, it publishes its availability to the RV,
which will position it in the information graph according to its
scope affiliation and add the publisher to the set of publishers
of this information. An interested subscriber wishing to receive
this information sends a subscription request to the RV. When
a match occurs, the RV publishes a topology formation request
to the topology management function (TM) asking the latter
to establish an end-to-end delivery path.
Topology Management (TM): Controls the network connec-
tivity and handles topology formation tasks. Multilayer net-
works can be supported by establishing multiple TM functions,
one per layer, that communicate with each other through the
pub/sub model described above, as illustrated in Fig. 1 and
explained in Section IV. The TM selects the best publisher out
of the set of publishers according to the optimization objective
of the routing algorithm. When a delivery path is required, the
LIPSIN mechanism [10] can be used; this requires the TM to
create a Bloom Filter (BF) based Forwarding Identifier (FId),
which will be provided to the publisher in order to specify the
packets’ route in the network.
Forwarding (FW): By default the PURSUIT architecture
proposes the LIPSIN mechanism [10] which is a form of
Fig. 1. Multilayer topology management showing a hierarchical relationship
between TMs. The numbered arrows show information flow in a pub/sub
relationship and the conceptual order of the information flows.
source routing. LIPSIN utilises fixed length link identifiers
(LIds), rather than using node identifiers. The TM forms the
FId by encoding each of the path LIds in the BF and this FId
is carried in the packet header. Consequently, each forwarding
node in the network can accomplish simple and fast packet
processing by performing bit-wise AND and COMPARE
operations to test the membership of the node’s LIds in the
received FId.
Various optimization efforts have been made within PUR-
SUIT, including: resource optimization through routing over
multiple links based on information semantics, thereby max-
imizing the free capacity [25]; source recovery by exploiting
the advantages of anycast to realize information as well as
network resilience [26]; and, caching optimizations based on
information placement and routing [27].
III. CONVENTIONAL MULTILAYER ARCHITECTURES
Core networks are generally decomposed into multi-layer
systems. This is a natural decomposition as physical connec-
tivity is naturally circuit oriented (e.g. a fiber optic cable),
while packet transport is generally switched on a per-packet
basis either according to routing tables or virtual circuit switch
tables. This paper considers a two layer approach to resource
management, where the packet switched layer is connected
using an optical switched layer that can switch light-paths
between optical cross-connects (OXCs). The OXC layer has
strong integer constraints on the path computation due to the
limited light-path resources and the inability to support multi-
granularity bit-rate per light-path. In addition we assume that
the wavelength of a single path cannot be changed in an OXC:
a wavelength continuity constraint. In contrast, the packet
switch layer allows almost infinitesimal control over how
packets are switched and shared over the circuits that provide
connectivity between end-points in the network. Thus the
problem is to determine light-paths that provide the necessary
transport pipes to the packet switched layer and that meet the
required optimization goals.
A. Routing and Wavelength Assignment in IP/WDM Networks
The problem of light-path provisioning (i.e. RWA) has
been extensively studied for IP/WDM architectures with the
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general objectives of conserving wavelength resources while
maximizing the network performance [13]–[17]. Typically,
these objectives can be realized by utilizing load-balancing
algorithms such as Shortest-Path First Fit (SFF) [18] and
Least Congested Path (LCP) [14], [20]–[22], which evenly
distributes the load across the network links and therefore
reduces the chances of developing bottlenecks. Although load
balancing significantly improves the network performance, it
comes at the cost of poor utilization of power hungry compo-
nents such as Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFA) and 3R
in-line generators [12]. In particular, LCP algorithms generally
tend to ignite most of the free links in the network before
efficiently utilizing active links. Therefore, in scenarios where
the network is lightly loaded, a large number of components
operate with a small amount of load per link. This leads to
a number of undesired consequences such as: high power
consumption, high operational costs and under utilization of
operating elements, especially when the overall offered load
is relatively low [12].
Power consumption of Telecoms infrastructure has been
rapidly increasing with the expansion in the underlying trans-
port networks, such that it is now key optimization challenge
in current as well as future infrastructures [43], [44]. Power
consumption can be reduced by utilizing Power-Aware (PA)
algorithms, which increase the utilization of active links in
the network in order to decrease the number of operating
components [23], [24]. These algorithms perform well when
the offered load is low to medium. However, when the
load increases, such algorithms tend to create bottlenecks by
overloading active links while leaving others free or under
utilized. This imbalance in the load distribution often results
in a sharp degradation of the network performance, especially
when the offered load to the network is relatively high.
A trade-off between power saving and network perfor-
mance, has been discussed in [11] and [12] highlighting the
advantage of adopting both aspects in suitable cost functions
to mitigate the impact of the power optimization objective on
the network performance. However, these algorithms generally
result in blocking rates that are higher than SFF or LCP.
In this paper, we address this shortcoming by developing,
in Section V-D, a new algorithm that utilizes asymmetric
convex functions that offer better network performance than
SFF for lower power consumption than LCP. We also illustrate
the impact of the IP model limitations on the proposed
algorithm, which causes the resultant power consumption to
be always higher than that of SFF; while the added flexibility
of ICN, illustrated in the next section, significantly enhances
the outcome of the algorithm. This will be illustrated by
a higher performance of the proposed algorithm compared
to that of SFF for lower, or similar, power consumption.
Furthermore, we will show the potential of an ICN architecture
to enhance the performance of conventional RWA algorithms,
such as SFF and LCP.
IV. AN ICN MULTILAYER ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of the proposed solution is shown in Fig. 1.
This shows how a physical node comprises both an OXC
and packet switched component, but at separate layers. This
is a rather simplistic view as there may be OXC systems
without associated packet switching; or alternatively multiple
packet switches may form a network of packet switches over a
fixed optical transport network. Nevertheless, the result of this
layering is that it leads to a hierarchical approach to topology
management. In particular, Fig. 1 shows part of the hierarchy
in the form of a domain level TM which uses information
from the packet layer TM, this in turn uses information from
the OXC layer TM. Only one packet layer TM and OXC layer
TM is illustrated in the diagram, but it might be that multiple
areas of the network, possibly using different technology or
forming different administrative zones, publish information
that is used by the domain TM. The solution presented in
Fig. 1 expands an ICN architecture to include the optical
transport layer so that it is suitable for a carrier grade network.
The numbered arrows on the diagram show the conceptual
sequence of events. Forwarders monitor traffic at their ingress
nodes and publish this information as Step 1. While in theory
it would be possible to report individual forwarder queue occu-
pancy for Traffic Engineering (TE) purposes, for a complex
network, buffer occupancy generally changes too quickly for
a centralized system to respond to this change and maintain
a stable control system. Consequently, the monitoring aims at
measuring general traffic trends over fixed time periods, e.g.
in the range of few minutes. This periodic traffic information
is published and the packet and OXC layer TMs subscribe to
this information. The OXC layer is typically not very agile
as the time to change a path may take the order of tenths
of a second which disrupts existing traffic. Consequently,
changes are made infrequently (in order of hours or days)
to avoid too much disruption. The OXC layer uses the traffic
monitoring information and network planning information to
make path computation decisions in the OXC-TM and setup
the light-paths that provide the connectivity to the packet layer.
The slow changing information on the optical light-paths is
then published and the packet layer TM subscribes to this
information in Step 3.
The packet layer TM computes optimum Forwarding Iden-
tifiers (FIds) between each pair of nodes in the network
based upon the predicted traffic from the traffic monitoring
information that it has “subscribed to”. These FIds are cal-
culated in advance of when they will be used through the
optimization algorithms that meet the required TE goals; these
algorithms are described later. In carrier networks, there is
evidence that aggregated traffic is stable over the course of
minutes [28], so that this FId calculation can be made every
few minutes and still maintain a solution that is close to
optimal. This FId information is published in Step 4 and
the domain TM subscribes to this information and caches
the FIds for each node pair. In the case of multicast traffic
these FIds can be combined to form trees. The result of this
cooperation between the three TMs is that the domain TM
can make a very fast FId calculation based upon a simple
lookup table and yet supply paths that meet the designated
TE goals. In the diagram, the publisher/subscriber nodes are
notionally connected to the ingress/egress of this network.
However, in practice this is unlikely as, other networks, with
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their own topology management function, may be between the
publisher/subscriber and the ingress/egress. Here we investi-
gate the intra-domain scenario as shown in Fig. 1 assuming
that the inter-domain problem is essentially a collection of
intra-domain optimizations that are considered independently
by each operator, as with the current Internet.
The path computation in the packet layer, highlighted in
Section II, has an important advantage with respect to TE that
will now be described. In IP or IP/MPLS networks, traffic is
generally transmitted over a single path due to the nature of
TCP, which generally performs poorly if traffic belonging to
the same micro-flow is transported over different links. This
is fundamentally linked to the fact that IP uses a destination
based identifier for its forwarding model. In IP, it is possible to
switch on micro-flows, but these can only be discriminated by
utilizing network/transport layer inspection and maintaining
some per-flow state. In core networks, this is prohibitively
expensive. In contrast, the functional model of the PURSUIT
architecture proposes a different forwarding model where the
FId uniquely identifies the path rather than a destination. This
is made possible using the source routing LIPSIN approach
described earlier [10] that allows each publication to be sent
over a uniquely defined path. Consequently the packet layer
TM can report multiple paths between each pair of nodes
when it publishes the FId information (that the domain TM
subscribes to). In addition, it publishes how the FIds should
be used; for example how much traffic should be allocated to
each FId to meet the TE goals. This association between a
path and a publication, combined with the ability to aggregate
publications based on their popularity, allows for introducing
popularity semantics to the wavelength resources; thereby,
supporting native anycast dissemination directly on the optical
layer, as will be described in the next section.
V. FROM A HOST TO INFORMATION CENTRIC NETWORK
Here, we present a migration story of the demand formula-
tion from the host-centric model of the IP/WDM architecture
to the ICN model. The new formulation defines “popularity”
as a suitable information semantic for the purpose of traffic
aggregation, which allows straightforward support of anycast
delivery.
A. Network Definition and Problem Statement:
The Host-Centric Perspective
A wavelength routed network is modeled as a directed
graph G(V,E,W ) that consists of a set of vertices
V = {v1, v2, . . . }, |V | = X , connected by a set of edges
E = {eva→vb | va, vb ∈ V, va = vb}; whereby, each
edge e is defined by its source-sink pair of vertices va, vb.
Each va ∈ V decomposes into: a packet forwarder (FW)
and Optical Cross-connect (OXC). For the sake of simplicity,
we assume each FW maintains the same set of wavelengths
W = {w1, . . . , wκ, . . .}, |W | = Z , and that these wavelengths
connect the FW to its corresponding OXC which facilitates
wavelength switching through the network. In this model, the
OXC is an optical channel provider that facilitates wavelength
connectivity between adjacent FWs.
The node architecture constrains the packet layer forwarding
by the number of transceivers deployed in each FW, which is
assumed to be fixed ∀va ∈ V . We define the total wavelength
capacity, B, of the graph, G(V,E,W ), as the total set of
wavelengths provided by each va ∈ V :
B = {Bva,wκ | va ∈ V,wκ ∈ W} (1)
|Bva | = Z (2)
|B| =
∑
va∈V
|Bva | = ZX (3)
where Bva,wκ denotes the presence of wavelength wκ on
node va. The wavelengths available in each node is represented
by the set Bva and the number of wavelengths is denoted by Z .
Equation (3) constrains the wavelength capacity, B, of the
graph to the total number of wavelength transceivers installed
in the network of X nodes, which enforces an upper bound on
the total number of light-paths that can be provisioned through
the network.
The number of optical channels provided by each OXC is
constrained by the minimum of: a) the number of wavelengths
supplied by the FW of each va ∈ V ; and, b) the number
of input-output pairs of ports provided by the OXC of each
va ∈ V . When the OXC is a non-blocking switch, the number
of optical channels provided on each edge e is only constrained
by the number of wavelengths, Z , supported by the connected
FWs. Thus, we define the optical channel capacity, U , as
the total set of optical channels provided on each edge e
connecting va to vb:
U = {Ueva→vb ,wκ | eva→vb ∈ E,wκ ∈ W} (4)
|Ueva→vb | = Z (5)
|U | =
∑
eva→vb∈E
|Ueva→vb | = Z|E| (6)
where Ueva→vb ,wκ represents the availability of an optical
channel that can carry wavelength wκ on edge eva→vb ;
and, Ueva→vb is the total optical channel capacity of the
edge eva→vb . For simplicity, in the rest of the paper we will
refer to wκ as w and eva→vb as e.
Equation (5) defines each edge in the network as a single
fiber link that has a total number of optical channels equal
to the number of wavelengths, Z , provided by the connected
vertices. When multiple fiber links connect a pair of OXCs,
it is translated into multiple edges between a pair of vertices.
Accordingly, (6) constrains the optical channel capacity, U ,
of the graph to the sum of the optical channels provided on
every edge. This quantity defines the switching capacity of the
network, which reflects the flexibility of moving wavelengths
across the graph (i.e. wavelength reuse). Noticeably, when the
OXC is a blocking switch, U further constrains the number of
light-paths that can be provisioned in the network.
Next, we define the offered load to the network as a set of
demands (commodities) D, where each d ∈ D is a tuple of
source p, destination s and value n:
D = {〈p, s, n〉 | p, s ∈ V, p = s, 1 ≤ n ≤ Z}∑
d∈D
n ≤ min(|B|, |U |) (7)
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where n is an integer value that represents the number of
requested light-paths from p to s, which is bounded by Z , the
total number of wavelengths maintained by each vertex. The
formulation of the constraint stems from the fact that when a
light-path is provisioned from va to vb, an optical transmitting
port is reserved on va while an optical receiver port is
reserved on vb. This implies that the ports in the opposite
direction (i.e. the transmitting port of vb and the receiving port
of va) are free to satisfy other requests. Accordingly, the total
number of requested light-paths by D is bounded by either the
wavelength or optical channel capacity, depending on whether
the OXC is a blocking or non-blocking switch.
D can be satisfied by establishing a set of light-paths
denoted as flows Γ that will be defined below for each light-
path request in d ∈ D on a wavelength w ∈ W of an edge
e ∈ E:
Γ = {γde,w | d ∈ D, e ∈ E,w ∈ W} (8)
γde,w =
{
1, if Ue,w is reserved for d
0, otherwise (9)
Therefore, the capacity occupation on any edge e by the
collection of flows passing through it, is:
θe =
∑
w∈W
∑
d∈D
γde,w (10)
We now define the cost of assigning a new flow to an edge
e ∈ E as a function F (e) of the capacity occupation on e.
Now the problem of RWA can be stated as:
Objective:
min
∑
e∈E
F (e) (11)
Subject to: 1) the wavelength continuity constraint, 2) the
optical channel capacity constraint θe ≤ |Ue|, and, 3) the flow
conservation constraints.
The cost function, F (e), can be selected to achieve the
optimization of a desired aspect. For example, if one wishes
to minimize the number of hop-counts only (as in SFF algo-
rithm), then it is appropriate to set F (e) = 1 when θe < |Ue|.
This work proposes a power-aware F (e), in Section V-D,
that addresses the trade-off between congestion and power
consumption, whereby power expenditure is reflected by the
ratio of inhabited fiber links in the network. For each fiber link,
power usage is mainly derived by power-hungry pre- and post-
transmission amplifiers as well as 3R in-line regenerators. The
focus is set on minimizing the number of under-utilized fibers
in order to reduce the overall number of active amplifiers,
without jeopardizing the network performance. The proposed
function is utilized to improve the resource utilization of the
IP/WDM architecture.
So far we have defined the standard model for conventional
IP/WDM networks. In the following sections we will adapt
this nomenclature to encompass the ICN demand model and
formulate the problem of an information-centric variant of
RWA (iRWA). In particular, for the ICN/WDM architecture,
we formulate the ICN demand set and expand the optimization
scope to include optimized source, as well as path, selection.
B. Information Centralism
The previous definition of the demand matrix does not pro-
vide any semantics to the relation between the communicating
nodes, apart from the number of light-paths requested between
them. Hence, the network has no knowledge of the content
carried in each aggregate flow and whether they share common
semantics. Therefore, it cannot detect duplicate content trans-
missions or benefit from content visibility (popularity) to opti-
mize the resource utilization. This is a reasonable compromise
for IP/WDM networks, considering that aggregating traffic
based on TCP/UDP sessions, to emulate content recognition, is
a cumbersome mechanism that is neither feasible nor scalable.
However, the proposed ICN/WDM architecture benefits
from the hierarchical, semantic-based, identification of infor-
mation, offered by ICN. This hierarchy allows for establishing
different classifications of an information identifier by dif-
ferent publishers/subscribers, each of which reflects different
semantics. Thereby, it lends the network to semantic-aware
solutions that are based on customers’ needs. Here, we exploit
this hierarchy to aggregate individual pub/sub relations of raw
publications such as video clips, emails and so forth on the
basis of information popularity, rather than end host location.
In this aggregation model, an individual publication has an
additional, popularity-based, scope affiliation that indicates
the publication popularity based on certain criteria. Here, we
define this criteria as the number of subscriptions and/or adver-
tisements made for the publication. Publications that have a
particular number of advertisements/subscriptions are grouped
within a popularity scope of a specific rank. The “popularity”
scoping structure may consist of any number of ranking
scopes, depending on the number of publications presented
to the network. Each popularity scope aggregates a set of
publications that is large enough to occupy the bandwidth of a
single wavelength. As a result, in the ICN/WDM architecture,
the value associated with each demand does not only reflect
the number of requested light-paths, but also the associated
set of popularity scopes.
In a multilayer carrier network, publications and subscrip-
tions are made by core forwarders at the level of popularity
scopes, which is equivalent in granularity to a request for
a single light-path. Accordingly, we introduce the notion of:
light-publication to denote a popularity scope of specific rank,
light-publisher to refer to such a node that advertises a certain
light-publication(s) and light-subscriber to refer to such a node
that subscribes to a particular light-publication(s). When a
mutual interest occurs in a light-publication, a “light-pub/sub”
relation is to be established that involves the provision of
a light-path from the light-publisher to the light subscriber.
This allows the IP demand matrix to be transformed into the
corresponding ICN matrix, in which each element reflects a
common interest of a particular light-publication.
C. The Information-Centric Model and Formulation
To develop a structural transformation from the existing
IP model towards ICN, we start by reformulating the IP
demand matrix to include information identities that represent
light-publications. We will represent this as a modified demand
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set d′ ∈ D′. We will then develop this further by noting
that there may be multiple sources, light-publishers, and this
requires a further modified demand set that we will define as
δ ∈ Δ.
1) Developing the Modified, Single Source Demand Matrix:
First we define the set of all information identities, namely
light-publications, as the set I . Consequently, we redefine the
demands d ∈ D as d′ ∈ D′, which denote a relationship
between a set of light-publications and publishing/subscribing
nodes. Thus, d′ ∈ D′ is represented as a tuple of 〈p, s, n, I ′〉,
where I ′ = {i1, i2, . . .} ⊆ I, |I ′| = n is the set of light-
publications offered by p to s. Each light-publication i ∈ I ′
aggregates a set of content publications that have a com-
mon popularity rank. To determine the capacity requirements
of light-publication i, we propose summing the through-
put requirements of all the content publications aggregated
within i. This is a reasonable approach as there is mount-
ing evidence that aggregate traffic in large carrier networks
behaves as a Poisson process at the time frames used by
network management systems, i.e. few minutes [29], [30].
Accordingly, for any wavelength w on an edge e we constrain
the capacity requirements of each i ∈ I to be less than or equal
to Ue,w. This constraint ensures that the capacity required by i
does not exceed the offered capacity of a single wavelength.
Accordingly, the satisfaction of a request for light-publication i
may have a similar binary representation to that of (9).
In the ICN architecture, a single light-publication i may
be offered by multiple light-publishers and “subscribed to”
by a number of light-subscribers. For example, a popular
content provider may have a number of points-of-presence
to provide content. Thus, a light-publication becomes the
commodity upon which light-pub/sub relations are established.
Therefore, the ICN demand matrix Δ can be developed from
the formulation of D′ to reflect common interest in each
light-publication as will now be described. As previously
defined, I = {i1, i2, . . .}, |I| = M , is the global set of
light-publications; items from I are advertised in the net-
work by one or more publishers from the set of all light-
publishers P = {p1, p2, . . . , ph} ⊆ V , and each publisher
may advertise a particular subset of light publications Ip =
{i1, i2, . . . , iq}, Ip ⊆ I . Each of these light-publications can
be subscribed to by one or more subscribers from the set of
all light-subscribers S = {s1, s2, . . . , so} ⊆ V .
At initialization, when there are no light-subscriptions
satisfied (i.e. no light-paths provisioned in the network),
S0 ∩ P0 = ∅. This stems from the fact that it is illogical
for a publisher of an information to also subscribe to it.
However, at a later point in time when there are one or more
light-subscriptions that have been satisfied, the corresponding
light-subscribers may act as light-publishers, caches, of the
provided light-publications to other light-subscribers. There-
fore, more generally, it becomes likely that S∩P = ∅. Notably,
the definitions of I and Ip imply that there may exist two
or more light-publishers, as in Fig. 3, pa, pb ∈ P that have
published a common subset of light-publications. Similarly,
there may exist two or more light-subscribers, i.e. sa, sb ∈ S
that have subscribed to a common set of light-publications.
2) ICN Demand Matrix: Now, for each light-publication, i,
we define: the common set of light-publishers, ρi ∈ P and the
common set of light-subscribers, σi ∈ S. Accordingly, we can
define the ICN demand matrix as a set of demands Δ; where
each δi ∈ Δ is a tuple 〈ρi, σi, i〉, ∀i ∈ I such that:
Δ = {〈ρi, σi, i〉 | ρi ⊆ P, σi ⊆ S, ∀i ∈ I}
|Δ| = M (12)
It should be noted that: since publication and subscription
events of a particular light-publication are likely to be tem-
porally decoupled, it is only when both events have been
registered by the RV that the demand is offered to the network
by the TM. Without loss of generality, we will assume that
publications always occur first; therefore, it is the subscriptions
that cause the load to be offered to the network. Accordingly,
the number of subscriptions is constrained by either the
wavelength or optical channel capacity as formulated by:
∑
δi∈Δ
|σi| ≤ min(|B|, |U |)
It is worth noting that D′, a single publisher/subscriber
scenario, is a special case of Δ, whereby: |ρi| = 1, |σi| = 1,
∀δi ∈ Δ.
3) Problem Statement: Now, the problem of information-
centric routing and wavelength assignment (iRWA) can be
defined as determining the set of light-publishers, routes and
wavelengths that satisfies Δ, using the minimum amount
of resources. It is known that the RWA problem is, at
best, NP-complete and hence it does not admit a fast
solution [13], [31]. This is also true for the iRWA problem that
we examine in this paper. Thus, we decompose the iRWA into
two sub-problems: the problem of selecting a light-publisher
to form a light-pub/sub relation; and, the problem of finding
a route and a wavelength (i.e RWA) to deliver the content of
the established relation. Although the problems are described
sequentially, they are solved jointly in the algorithm described
in Section VI. The two problems can be formalized as integer
multicommodity flow problems [13], [20], [32]. However, we
introduce the notion of integer multicommodity relation to
denote the pub/sub nature of the problem, which is different
from conventional flow in IP.
Prior to formulating the problem of light-publisher selection,
let us first define the set of established relations Λ as:
Λ = {λip,s | i ∈ I, p ∈ ρi, s ∈ σi}
λip,s =
{
1, if p satisfies s demand for i
0, otherwise (13)
Note that each i ∈ I represents an identifier of the corre-
sponding δi ∈ Δ, as δi denotes the matching publications and
subscriptions of i. Now, considering that Ep ⊂ E is the set
of outgoing edges of p, we define the number of relations
of i, μip,e, that can be established from p over e ∈ Ep as:
μip,e =
∑
s∈σi
λip,s, ∀p ∈ ρi, ρi ⊆ P (14)
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Fig. 2. Demand requests in an IP/WDM network showing two connection
requests between two pairs of nodes {(pa, sa), (pb, sb)}.
Now, we define the wavelength occupation of a light-
publisher p as:
μip =
∑
e∈Ep
μip,e, ∀p ∈ ρi, ρi ⊆ P (15)
μp =
∑
i∈Ip
∑
e∈Ep
λip,e, ∀p ∈ P (16)
where, μip represents the wavelength occupation by the satis-
fied relations of i from light-publisher p, and μp stands for
the wavelength occupation by the overall set of established
relations from p. Recall that σi is the set of light-subscribers
of i, and Ip ⊆ I is the set of light-publications advertised
by p. Next, we define the cost of selecting light-publisher p
to satisfy a new interest of i as a function χ(p, i), described
later in Section V-D. Now, we define the problem of selecting
a light-publisher (i.e. the first part of the iRWA problem) as a
constrained minimization problem, stated as:
Objective:
min
∑
i∈I
∑
p∈ρi
χ(p, i) (17)
Subject to: Wavelength availability at a light-publisher of i:
μp ≤ Z, ∀p ∈ ρi (18)
In addition to selecting candidate light-publishers for a new
relation, there is the problem of routing the light-path that
serves the pub/sub relation. Each λip,s ∈ Λ can either be
satisfied by: a single light-path, if there is a free wavelength
across all the links from the light-publisher to the light-
subscriber; or, by a concatenated sequence of light-paths of
different wavelengths, whereby an intermediate FW facilitates
the switching from one light-path to the next. Accordingly, the
set of light-pub/sub relations of i, λi, can be recognized in the
network by their associated light-publication i as follows:
λi = {λie,w | e ∈ E,w ∈ W} (19)
λie,w =
{
1, if Ue,w is occupied by i
0, otherwise (20)
Now, the total capacity occupation on any edge e can be
redefined as:
θe =
∑
i∈I
∑
w∈W
λie,w (21)
Fig. 3. Pub/sub demand set in an ICN/WDM network showing two matching
light-publications between two publishers {pa, pb} and two subscribers
{sa, sb}.
Thus, the cost of assigning a relation of i, λip,s, to a wave-
length w on an edge e can be defined as a constrained
minimization problem. Accordingly, the RWA part of the
iRWA problem can be defined as:
Objective:
min
∑
e∈E
F (e) (22)
Subject to: 1) the wavelength continuity constraint; 2) the
optical channel capacity constraint, θe ≤ Ue,w; 3) the relation
conservation constraints of light-publication i, occupying an
edge e (recall that e connects va to vb), which consists of two
parts, the light-publisher constraint
∑
w∈W
λie,w =
{
μiva,e, if va ∈ ρi
0, otherwise (23)
and, the light-subscriber constraint
∑
w∈W
λie,w =
{
1, if vb ∈ σi
0, otherwise (24)
An example of an ICN demand set is illustrated in Fig. 3,
which is a transformation of the IP demands presented
in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows that pa and pb may advertise two sets
of light-publications that include a common element, light-
publication 1. Both light-subscribers sa and sb subscribe to
light-publication 1. After a match has been triggered by the RV,
the TM first selects pa as the best candidate to provide light-
publication 1 to sa and accordingly provisions a delivery light-
path from pa to sa. However, to provide light-publication
1 to sb, the TM has a number of possibilities: for instance
it could provide 1 from pb, similar to the host-centric model.
Although, this choice would result in utilizing two data and
light resources to transmit the same information. A second
option would be to utilize sa as a caching/replication point
that may act as a second light-publisher of 1; thereby, giving
the RWA algorithm the option to select the best light-publisher
according to other criteria such as, for example, the load
(exhaustion) of each light-publisher. This choice would still
result in the utilization of two data and light resources, but
it comes with the advantages of optimized source selection
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for reduced hop-count and source exhaustion. A third choice,
relay-forwarding, would also utilize sa as a second light-
publisher; whereby, a light-path can be provisioned from sa
to sb. However, in this scenario sa would not cache the content
of light-publication 1 and merely act as a relay-forwarder
or a patching point between the incoming light-path from‘pa
and the outgoing one to sb. This option represents a form of
multicast dissemination; whereby, a data source and two light
resources are utilized to provide the same information. In this
work we have assumed that optical multicast is not available,
however, if optical multicast [33] was available it could be
used; thereby, reducing the load on packet-layer forwarding.
The above options are design choices that depend, among
other elements, on: the offered dissemination modes (i.e.
unicast, multicast), the forwarding mechanisms supported
in the network, and the caching/replication policy/plan.
Although, not all the options can be supported directly in any
architecture, the second option in particular has distinct advan-
tages in utilizing caching/replication features while main-
taining compatibility with current forwarding mechanisms.
In the PURSUIT ICN architecture, these choices have a direct
support facilitated by the use of native multicast forwarding
mechanisms such as: LIPSIN [10] and the multi-stage Bloom
filter [34]. Therefore, the solution proposed in this work
supports both options two and three: namely a satisfied light-
subscriber becomes a second light-publisher either by acting as
a light-publisher in its own right, or through optical-multicast
if it were to exist. It should be noted that the use of a second
publisher is a form of managed caching and we will see
from the results in Section VII that this provides a significant
benefit. However, this work does not consider intelligent cache
management, which could bring even greater benefits.
D. Power and Exhaustion Aware Cost Functions
Following the above formulations, two cost functions have
been developed: a link cost function and a light-publisher
cost function. The functions described here were the result of
extensive experimentation; however, the authors do not claim
their optimality. The link cost function F (e) has been defined
as a convex asymmetrical function that minimizes the number
of under-utilized links with the care not to jeopardize the
network performance:
F (e) = θe | 1− Z
2
4θe(Z − θe) | /(Z − θe) (25)
where Z is the total number of wavelengths on any edge e.
The first term of (25) is a parabolic function that handles
the power aspect by creating a symmetrical cost variation
with minimum cost reached when the capacity occupation on
edge e is Z/2, i.e., when the load on the edge is 50% of its
capacity. The second part of (25) is a positive “exponential-
like” function that achieves an improved load balance by
assigning a monotonically increasing cost to each edge e, with
increased capacity occupation θe. Thus, the composite function
is asymmetric.
The light-publisher cost function attempts to select a light-
publisher that reflects the best trade-off between the load
introduced by a single light-publication and that of the total
set of light-publications. Recall that the load induced by a
light-publication i is the result of the provisioned light-path(s)
to establish a light-pub/sub relation(s) from a publisher of i to
the corresponding set of light-subscribers of i. Consequently,
we define two quantities: αip and βp. The quantity αip is the
fraction of established light-pub/sub relations, λip, from p for
light-publication i. This measure describes the exhaustion of
a light-publisher by a single light-publication. Whereas, βp is
the ratio of the overall established relations, λp, by light-
publisher p to the total number of advertised light-publications,
by p. This quantity describes the general exhaustion level of
a light-publisher. The two quantities are expressed as:
αip =
μip + 1
μp + 1
, βp =
μp
|Ip| (26)
The formulation of (26) prevents an undetermined value
of αip when the publisher does not have any established
relations. Now, the cost of selecting a light-publisher p to
supply light-publication i is defined as:
χ(p, i) = [eα
i
p − 1]e −1|βp−1| (27)
Note that for convenience in the later algorithm, χ(p, i) will
be denoted as χip for a particular value of p and i.
The first term ensures that the cost of a light-publisher
increases when the number of established relations of a par-
ticular light-publication increases. Whereas, the second term
ensures that the cost function follows a convex asymmet-
rical function with the increase in the ratio of established
pub/sub relations to advertised light-publications, βp. When
the number of established relations is smaller than the number
of advertised light-publications, the cost tends to decrease.
However, when the number of established relations exceeds
the number of advertised light-publications, the cost of using
light-publisher p starts to increase.
In the ICN architecture, when a satisfied subscriber of light-
publication i acts as a relay-forwarder, a relay-distance cost
is to be assigned to it; this determines the “goodness” of the
relay as a choice for provisioning the required light-pub/sub
relation of i. The relay-distance cost describes how far the
relay publisher is from the original publisher that provided the
former with i. This is formulated as a ratio of the hop count
between the relay and the original publisher, to the diameter
of the graph (G):
ζip = hopcount(i, p)/(G) (28)
Notably, when comparing our proposed functions with exist-
ing PA cost functions, such as that of [11] and [12], the
performance and power saving of the latter’s respective algo-
rithms is comparable to that of SFF algorithm. It can be
observed that although these algorithms offer considerable
power saving compared to SFF, their performance is always
lower than that of SFF. Whereas, the performance of our
algorithm, described in the next section, is comparable to LCP
and SFF algorithms; whereby, the network performance and
power consumption of our algorithm is higher than that of SFF
but lower than LCP, as will be illustrated by our evaluation
analysis in Section VII.
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VI. MAXIMUM DEGREE OF CONNECTIVITY(MaxDeg):
AN ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING THE iRWA PROBLEM
Here we propose a greedy algorithm for solving the iRWA
problem: Maximum Degree of connectivity (MaxDeg) shown
in Algorithm 1. The routing strategy of MaxDeg attempts to
maximize the number of established relations for each light-
publication. To achieve this goal, for each light-publication i
of δi ∈ Δ (line 4), MaxDeg attempts to maximize the number
of light-subscribers σ′i ⊆ σi of δi that receives i. For each
light-subscriber, s ∈ σi (line 5), the algorithm utilizes the
cost functions of (27), and (28) to select the optimum light-
publisher popt, while it uses the cost function of (25) in
Dijkstra’s min-cost algorithm [18] to select the optimum route,
ψopt; depending on the location of s and the current status of
all light-publishers of i (lines 7-16). Notably, when using the
algorithm with IP, there is only one light-publisher.
Once a light-publisher popt and a route ψopt are found
(line 17), the first available wavelength is assigned to the
route by the first fit algorithm FF (ψopt, U) [13] (lines 18–27).
However, if there is no wavelength that is available on all the
links from popt to s, the route might still be provisioned using
packet switching. That is, if there exists a number of free
wavelengths on parts of the route and sufficient wavelength
capacity on intermediate FWs to switch from one wavelength
to the next; thereby, allowing the route to be comprised of a
patched sequence of light-paths. Note that only in the case of
ICN, a subscriber can be added to the set of light-publishers
as a relay (line 27). On the other hand, if there are not enough
free channel nor wavelength resources to establish a route from
any p ∈ ρi to s, the algorithm will not be able to select any
popt; and therefore the light-pub/sub relation will be rejected
(lines 29 or 32). The number of accepted or rejected light-
subscriptions are recorded using A or B respectively.
A satisfied subscriber for i, s ∈ σ′i, acts as a publisher to the
subsequent set of subscribers, which is added to the existing
set of publishers of i, ρi. In this case, a publisher can either be
a caching/replication point or merely a relay-forwarder. When
the publisher is merely a relay-forwarder, a relay-distance
cost (ζip in line 10) is associated with i, which reflects the
distance between the relay and the original light-publisher
of i. Alternatively, when the publisher is an originating or
caching source of the light-publication, the relay-distance cost
is set to 0. It should be noted that, the IP model is a special
case of the ICN model, whereby each request for a light-path
represents a unique light-publication that is advertised by a
single light-publisher and “subscribed to” by a single light-
subscriber. Therefore, in the IP model, it is only the PA cost
function of (25) that determines the selected route of each
light-publication. Furthermore, when D of the IP model is
transformed into the ICN demand matrix Δ, such that each n
of d ∈ D is represented by a set of unique light-publications
requested by s, employing MaxDeg will also maximize the
number of incoming light-paths to s.
The complexity of the algorithm is determined by the com-
plexity of Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm in the main loop,
iterating over the set of light-publishers ρi ⊆ P . Therefore,
the lower bound complexity (i.e. when |ρi| = 1, ∀i ∈ I) is
Algorithm 1 ICN : MaxDeg(G(V,E,W ),Δ, P, I)
1: A ← 0; B ← 0; Z ←| W |; θ ← {0 | ∀e ∈ E}
2: U ← {0 | ∀w ∈ W, e ∈ E}; F ← {1 | ∀e ∈ E};
3: μ ← {0 | ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ I}; ζ ← {0 | ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ I};
4: for all δi ∈ Δ do
5: for all s ∈ σi do
6: best ←∞; good ←∞; popt ← NA; ψopt ← ∅;
7: for all p ∈ ρi do {note for IP |ρi| = 1}
8: αip = (μ
i
p + 1)/(μp + 1); βp = μp/|Ip|
9: χip ← e−1/|βp−1|[eα
i
p − 1]
10: ζip = hopcount(i, p)/(G)
11: ψ ← Dijkstra(G, p, s, F )
12: good ← χip[ζip +
∑
e∈ψ F (e)]
13: if good < best then
14: best ← good; ψopt ← ψ; popt ← p
15: end if
16: end for
17: if best = ∞ then
18: η ← FF (ψopt, U)
19: if η = ∅ then
20: for all [e, w] ∈ η do
21: Ue,w ← 1; θe ← θe + 1;
22: F (e) ← θe | 1− Z24θe(Z−θe) | /(Z − θe)
23: μipopt ← μipopt + 1;
24: μpopt ←
∑
i∈Ipopt μ
i
popt
25: end for
26: A ← A + 1
27: if ICN then ρi ← {ρi, s} ;
28: else
29: B ← B + 1
30: end if
31: else
32: B ← B + 1
33: end if
34: end for
35: end for
the same as that of a single-source shortest path algorithm,
O(|D|(|E| + |V | log |V |)) [19]; whereas the upper bound is
O(M |S||P |(|E|+ |V | log |V |)), when |ρi| = |P |, ∀i ∈ I .
VII. EVALUATION
Here we evaluate the application of the proposed model on
the network performance, reflected by three performance fac-
tors: Blocking Rate, Resource Utilization and Connectedness.
This has been illustrated by comparing the general utilization
improvement gained by ICN, compared to IP. It is further
expressed by the improvement gain of MaxDeg over tradi-
tional algorithms such as LCP and SFF. For comparing with
LCP algorithms, we use the cost function of [20] in MaxDeg
algorithm, as opposed to the proposed PA function of (25). For
completeness, the SFF algorithm is presented in Algorithm 2
without description, see [18] for more details. Noticeably, as
with MaxDeg (shown in Algorithm 1), there are differences
in lines 5 and 22 depending upon whether IP or ICN models
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are used, as in the IP case there is no support for anycast.
To quantify the benefits of anycast and replication features,
there is a need to define the number of light-publishers and
light-subscribers per light-publication. A frequency distribu-
tion model can be utilized to define the size of each set accord-
ing to the popularity of the light-publication. Determining the
best frequency model to fit the popularity of light-publications
is a part of our future work. Nevertheless, in the next section
we present an example, empirical, model that has proven to
apply to a wide range of phenomena. We further justify the
selection of this model and utilize it to derive the frequency
model of the proposed ICN demand set.
A. A Frequency Distribution Model of Light-Publications
Here, we propose a distribution model of the num-
ber of nodes that publish/“subscribe to” a light-publication.
This model helps us to evaluate the benefits of having multiple
light-publishers per light-publication. Since I is a popularity
based set of groups of information, the frequency of publishing
each i ∈ I is strongly correlated to the rank of i. Recall
that the popularity rank of i is defined (in Section V-B) by
the common number of advertisements/subscriptions of raw
publications grouped within i. Existing research has found
strong evidence that, in general, such correlation closely fol-
lows a power law where the frequency of occurrence of certain
information is inversely proportional to its rank. This applies
to the frequency of accessing web servers, the shape and size
of aggregate traffic flows, network connectivity, and resource
allocations [35]–[41]. Particularly, Zipf’s law defines the size
of the frequency model in terms of the number of occurrences.
Here, we utilize Zipf’s law to define two correlated frequency
models. The first model defines the frequency of advertise-
ment, whereas the second model defines the frequency of
subscription. The two models are essentially similar, except
for the bound on the number of nodes advertising/“subscribing
to” the most popular light-publications. Now, let us define k
as the popularity rank of light-publication i ∈ I , where the
size of I is M . Next, we define the distribution function of
both models as a probability mass function of Zipf’s law:
L(k,M, ) =
1/k

∑M
m=1 1/m

(29)
where  is the exponent of Zipf’s law. Then the number of
nodes advertising a light-publication i ∈ I is defined as a
scalar function of (29):
Lp(k,M, ) = XL(k,M, ) (30)
Recall that publication events do not incur an offered load
to the network. It is only when subscriptions are made that
light-paths are requested and, therefore, load is offered to
the network. Therefore, the number of nodes advertising
a particular light-publication is independent from the total
number of light-publications in the network. It is, however,
governed by the total number of nodes in the network. The
model also ensures that the set of light-publishers of each
i ∈ I does not overlap with the corresponding set of light-
subscribers. It is only after a light-subscriber receives i, from
Algorithm 2 ICN : SFF (G(V,E,W ),Δ)
1: A ← 0; B ← 0; F ← {1 | ∀e ∈ E}
2: for all δi ∈ Δ do
3: for all s ∈ σi do
4: popt ← NA; ψopt ← ∅; good ←∞; best ←∞
5: for all p ∈ ρi do {note for IP |ρi| = 1}
6: ψ ← Dijkstra(G, p, s, F )
7: good ← ∑e∈ψ F (e)
8: if good < best then
9: best ← good, ψopt ← ψ, popt ← p
10: end if
11: end for
12: if best = ∞ then
13: η ← FF (ψopt, U)
14: if η = ∅ then
15: for all [e, w] ∈ η do
16: Ue,w ← 1
17: if Ue == {1 | ∀w ∈ W} then
18: F (e) ←∞
19: end if
20: end for
21: A ← A + 1
22: if ICN then ρi ← {ρi, s} ;
23: else
24: B ← B + 1
25: end if
26: else
27: B ← B + 1
28: end if
29: end for
30: end for
an originating light-publisher, that it can act as a second
publisher (i.e. caching/replication point).
Since subscriptions result in offered load to the network
and as a multilayer node acts as a single light-subscriber,
the highest number of light-subscribers of i is bounded by
either: the total number of demands, M , or the number of
nodes in the network, X . This bound ensures that the overall
number of subscriptions reflects the designated offered load to
the network. Accordingly, the number of nodes subscribing to
i ∈ I is defined as:
Ls(k,M, ) = Y L(k,M, ), Y = min(M,X) (31)
These models have been employed to transform the IP demand
set to the ICN demand set, formulated earlier in section V-C.
B. Evaluation Model
Our comparisons have been demonstrated analytically using
IP demand sets, which have been synthetically generated
following the lognormal model of [30] to emulate Internet
level traffic demands. Then, the respective ICN demand sets
have been generated by employing the transformation model
of Section V-C and the frequency model of Section VII-A,
using a standard Zipf’s exponent  = 1. Whereby, the number
of requested light-paths is used to determine the size of
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TABLE II
FREQUENCY OF PUBLICATIONS/SUBSCRIPTIONS OF THE
TOP 10 POPULAR LIGHT-PUBLICATIONS
the popularity rank set and generate the frequency models
of publications and subscriptions. The resultant frequency of
publications/subscriptions of the top 10 light-publications, out
of 1000 offered to the network, is shown in Table II.
The blocking rate and resource consumption factors have
been measured for two scenarios, modeled using the Geant
network topology [42] G(V = 37, E = 116,W = 36). The
first scenario measures the network performance when the
number of wavelengths per vertex is fixed while the ratio of
the offered load to the total network capacity is increasing. The
offered load is defined in terms of a ratio that reflects the total
number of requested light-paths relative to the total number of
wavelengths in the network. The number of wavelengths per
vertex has been fixed to 36, providing a X(X − 1) = 37× 36
total wavelength capacity, while the ratio of offered load
increases from  0.33 to  0.78 with a step of  0.05.
These bounds have been chosen to exemplify a carrier network
load, ranging from relatively low to high. The second scenario
considers a fixed ratio of offered load and studies the effect
of increasing the number of wavelengths. The offered load is
fixed such that there is a demand request from each vertex to
every other vertex in the network (i.e. X(X − 1) = 37× 36),
while the number of wavelengths per vertex increases from
36 to 84 in steps of 12.
The strength of the resultant light-path topology, Connect-
edness, has been measured for synthetically generated mesh
graphs; whereby the vertex out-degree follows a Weibull distri-
bution of a standard shape parameter k = 0.42 and min/max
vertex degree of (2, 8). This factor has been measured for
a growing network size (i.e. increasing number of vertices)
or expanding network capacity (i.e. increasing number of
wavelengths). The network growth follows an incremental
model; whereby, the number of vertices starts from a value
of 5 and increases by a factor of two, while the number of
wavelengths per vertex is fixed to 16. In the second case,
the network size is fixed to 20 vertices, while the number
of wavelengths increases from 23 to 26, doubling each time.
For all scenarios, each point/bar in the presented figures is the
average of 100 experiments of randomized sets of demands
and synthetic graphs, with 95% confidence interval.
C. Evaluation Results
1) Blocking Rate: This factor reflects the number of rejected
light-path requests, measured as a fraction of the ratio of
offered load. The results of the first scenario, presented in
Fig. 4, indicate that on average when the network is lightly
loaded the blocking rate can be decreased by one to two
orders of magnitude in the ICN model compared to IP. This
has been observed in general, even for the SFF algorithm,
which performs considerably better than its IP counterpart.
Fig. 4. Comparing the average blocking rate of the IP and ICN models. The
scenario examines the algorithms in the Geant graph with 36 wavelengths
and an increasing ratio of offered load.
Fig. 5. Comparing the average blocking rate of the IP and ICN models.
The scenario examines the algorithms in the Geant graph with X(X − 1)
demands and an increasing number of wavelengths.
The improvement indicates the significant impact of retain-
ing multiple light-publishers per light-publication, either as
originating sources or as replication points. The results also
show that the blocking rate achieved by MaxDeg_PA is lower
than that of SFF and higher than that of MaxDeg_LCP. The
lower blocking rate comes as a result of the enhanced load
balancing of the proposed PA function. However, it is worse
than MaxDeg_LCP due to the concentration effect cause by the
power awareness. Similarly, when the number of demands is
fixed, the blocking rate generally decreases with the increase in
the wavelength capacity, as exhibited in Fig. 5. The reduction
in the blocking rate is similar to that shown in Fig. 4, albeit
with less variation.
2) Resource Utilization: This metric reflects the network
cost in terms of power consumption, expressed by the number
of operating amplifiers, which is controlled by the number of
utilized links in the network. Fig. 6 measures the fraction of
amplifiers that have been utilized and it shows that all the ICN
algorithms have similar power consumption to MaxDeg_LCP
in IP. Although, the results seem to show that ICN performs
worse with regard to power consumption compared to SFF
and MaxDeg_PA in IP, this is in the context of the ICN model
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Fig. 6. Comparing power consumption in terms of the average ratio of
active-to-total amplifiers in the IP and ICN models. The scenario examines
the algorithms in the Geant graph with 36 wavelengths and an increasing ratio
of offered load.
admitting considerably more traffic, as shown in Fig. 4. The
ICN performance is influenced by the publisher exhaustion
component of the light-publisher cost function, which tends
to distribute the load of a highly popular light-publication
over multiple publishers. Consequently, it breaks down the
corresponding set of light-subscribers into subsets; whereby,
a smaller delivery tree, which may consists of new links,
is established from a single light-publisher to each subset.
Those links activated by such trees are further utilized to
deliver less popular light-publications, instead of activating
new links. This effect is further magnified with the use of
caching/replication features, which expand the set of candidate
light-publishers.
Fig. 6 also indicates that the choice of algorithm in the
ICN model can be solely based on the blocking rate, since the
power variation between the different algorithms is negligible.
Although, MaxDeg_PA shows a noticeable resource saving
compared to MaxDeg_LCP, it is a small gain compared to
the reduction in the blocking rate achieved by MaxDeg_LCP.
In contrast, in the IP model, the ratio of amplifiers lit by
MaxDeg_PA is higher than that of SFF and lower than that
of MaxDeg_LCP. To this extent, the benefit of MaxDeg_PA
in better addressing the discussed trade-off is illustrated in
improving the resource savings compared to MaxDeg_LCP,
while maintaining a lower blocking rate than that of SFF.
Similar results are exhibited in Fig. 7, for the ICN model,
when increasing the number of wavelengths. However, for the
IP model, the ratio of activated amplifiers by MaxDeg_PA
decreases as the number of wavelengths increases. This is
caused by the concentration effect of the power awareness
term in the proposed function of (25), which benefits from
the increased capacity in routing the admitted demands over
fewer links. Whereas, the ratio activated by MaxDeg_LCP
remains fixed when the number of wavelengths increases.
This is caused by the fact that LCP already utilizes as many
free edges as it needs, which maximizes the number of
operating amplifiers. Therefore, an increase in the number of
wavelengths leads to a better network performance, in terms
of blocking rate. But, it does not affect the number of utilized
links, and therefore the number of amplifiers.
Fig. 7. Comparing power consumption in terms of the average ratio of
active-to-total amplifiers in the IP and ICN models. The scenario examines
the algorithms in the Geant graph with X(X−1) demands and an increasing
number of wavelengths.
Fig. 8. A comparison between the IP and ICN models in terms of
light-path topological strength showing the light-path connectedness of a
20 node synthetic graph with expanding capacity when the offered load ratios
are {0.5, 1}.
3) Logical Connectedness: We define logical connectedness
as the ratio between: the minimum number of light-paths that
need to be removed, to disconnect each FW from the other; to
the minimum number of fiber links that need to be removed
to disconnect each OXC from the other. This factor provides
insight into the strength and density of the logical topology
offered to the packet layer, as well as the fairness in satisfying
the demands of different nodes. The factor has been measured
by the average connectedness of the logical topology relative
to that of the physical topology, for two ratios of offered
load (0.5, 1). In this context, a logical edge is established
between a pair of packet forwarders if there is at least one
light-path that connects them. Accordingly, the capacity of a
logical edge is defined by the number of light-paths connecting
its end-forwarders (i.e. the flow size).
a) Expanding wavelength capacity: Fig. 8 exhibits the
average connectedness of the IP and ICN models for fixed
network size and expanding wavelength capacity. The results
indicate that, in general, the ICN model improves the logical
connectedness by  30% for all the examined capacities.
Moreover, the variation among the different algorithms in the
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Fig. 9. A comparison between the IP and ICN models in terms of light-path
topological strength showing the light-path connectedness of a growing size
graph with fixed wavelength capacity of 16 colors per vertex when the offered
load ratios are {0.5, 1}.
ICN model is very small, compared to that of the IP model.
In the IP model, when the ratio of offered load is 1, the
achieved connectedness by MaxDeg_PA is as good or better
than that of SFF. However, when the ratio of offered load is
0.5, the connectedness of MaxDeg_PA becomes worse than
that of SFF as the wavelength capacity increases. This is due
to the dominating role of power-awareness in the IP model,
which results in fewer logical edges with higher capacity per
edge (i.e. more light-paths per edge).
b) Growing network size: Fig. 9 shows the average
connectedness of the IP and ICN models for a growing size
graph with fixed wavelength capacity (Z = 16). The results
indicate that for a small network (5 nodes), the connectedness
is similar for all the examined algorithms. This is due to
the excessive wavelength capacity compared to the graph
size, which exceeds the capacity needed to achieve full mesh
connectivity. Therefore, increasing the number of admitted
light-paths beyond |V |(|V |−1)/2 will not increase the logical
connectedness; although, it will increase the capacity per log-
ical edge. In contrast, for medium sized networks (40 nodes),
the connectedness generally drops, compared to that of smaller
networks (20 nodes). This is because the min/max vertex
degree does not increase with the graph size. Therefore,
increasing the number of vertices is met by a proportional
decrease in the physical reachability of each vertex. When the
wavelength capacity is fixed, this also results in wavelength
scarcity, which decreases the likelihood of finding a route that
satisfies the wavelength continuity constraint.
Additionally, when analyzing the performance of our model
using synthetically generated sparse graphs (omitted here
due to shortage of space): it has been observed that, for
the IP model, substantial power savings can be achieved
for slightly poorer blocking rate compared to SFF. How-
ever, for the ICN model considerable power savings can
be achieved for similar blocking rate as that of LCP. This
is because our algorithm benefits from the consistent load-
balancing advantage of LCP; thereby, it avoids bottleneck
scenarios created by SFF, which only aims to minimize pro-
visioned resources. At the same time, our algorithm achieves
such load-balancing with fine tuning of path choices towards
already lit paths, which can provide considerable power saving
compared to LCP.
The results show a clear advantage of ICN/WDM over
IP/WDM. As the algorithm used to generate the results is
identical for both, we can state that the performance advan-
tages of ICN/WDM are due to the ability of ICN to support
multiple publishers per light-publication. This is enabled by
the dual features of ICN: naming and decoupling of content
identity from location. These features are not provided by the
IP architecture. Furthermore, ICN shows greater connectivity,
thus providing higher resilience opportunities.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Efficient multilayer resource utilization is a success factor
for future Internet architectures. In this paper, we introduced
a novel multilayer architecture in the form of an information-
centric WDM network (ICN/WDM). The proposed architec-
ture utilizes an ICN pub/sub communication model to facilitate
traffic aggregation based on information semantics, rather
than end point location. The work is demonstrated using the
PURSUIT architecture although the general principle applies
to other ICN architectures. The work makes use of common
ICN features such as native support of anycast as well as
caching/replication functions, which leads to enhanced, power
efficient, network utilization. Furthermore, a novel power-
aware (PA) algorithm has been proposed to address the trade-
off between power consumption and performance. Evaluation
results have shown the general superiority of the ICN/WDM
architecture, compared to that of IP/WDM. Furthermore, the
results illustrate the advantages of the proposed algorithm in
improving the utilization of the IP/WDM architecture. Notably,
the ICN/WDM architecture can achieve considerably better
performance using an LCP-based algorithm, for similar power
consumption to that of a PA algorithm.
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